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ABSTRACT

Architecture occurs at the meeting of interior and exterior
forces of use and space. These interior and environmental
forces are both general and particular, generic and
circumstantial. Architecture as the wall between inside and
outsrde becomes the spatial record of this resolution and its
drama. And by recognizing the difference between the inside
and the outside, architecture opens the door once again to an

urbanistic point of view.
Robert Venturi

lt is the role of desmn to acüust to the circumstantial.
Louis Kahn

The existential purpose ofbuilding (architecture) is therefore to A

make a site become a place, that is, to uncover the meanings

potentiallv present in the environment.
Christian Norberg·Schulz
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INTRODUCTION
- · · ·The Qanatal and the Panlaulal ae expreeeed ln arehtteeture la

m, d d h ma, a hitactt ,,,,5 , d „,an a ‘·' a an al°l°'°a° n areaLii.n T . . .design and production of a work. The general and the particular
- - - ·can be dlscussed on many different levels, but the discussion

- - - - · - · · -of the thesls wlll be llmlted to the bulldlng and its relationship to
. . .the site, context, structure, materlality, and program.

The Detlnltlen et the Ganalal and the Partleular
a °ana'n leneraee dll ‘”n'°n lnall daalan

. . . . .regardless of the parttcularltles of a project. The general I5
dallnad ae the abSTVaCl eat et nllaar Pnn¢lPlaa•and Palamalata
hlt Wnlch an alahllanl ntakee amhltaalnla reeareleee el alla
program, or place. While the particular IS deftned as that which
Vnanlnlllalaa and llanaldllna the general aaadldlng ld the
anaalnd l°'°9Fan‘· ana and eentext maldna lna aldndaaldla
reetee te a Panlnnlal Plana

The general can be considered the order ot a project. ln an
ldßäl $G¤S8„ The Qenatäl can malta atChll9¤lt-tra WlTh¤Ut The
influence ot the particular. However, thls architecture wire
the rootedness integral to the particular and becomes a matter

. . .of technique. Llkewise, an archrtecture totally derlved from the
eartleular laeke the evntax et an arehtteetural language
needed ld give lt atdaf- The Panlalllal nlanlplllaiaa the Qanalal

ltenablingthe architecture tc become a reflection of the
complexities of humanity and human existence. Without the
particular, the general is an abstraction and not integral to
place, context, or culture.

The general and the particular represent dualities in
architecture, and in creating a dialectical relationship each
serves to enhance and reinforce the other. The presence of
the general brings order to the architecture, while the particular
contributes to the complexity. Each alone can make
architecture, but alone this architecture lacks the richness
that the two juxtaposed, combined, and blended can contain.

1. Site Map
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The following thesis is an attempt to unite the general and the
particular into a dialecticai whole which contains order and
exhibits the qualities and complexities of place. This uniting of
the general and the particular is achieved through the use of a
aantntan avntax that ta than tranatdrrnad and ntanipulatad bv
the particularities of the program , function and site.
Throughout the protect, a general order us present that. . .undergoes changes by the particular then is reestablished by

the repititlon of certain architectural pieces. This is the
premise used to unite the dialectic nature of the general and

GEORGETOWN ARTl$T$' COMMUNVTY
To create an artists° community in Georgetown seems
a ro riate because of the number of art alleries , tourism,

. . .and inhabltants in the area that could support the arts. The

community would be a place for artists to live,Twcrk, exhiblt,
and sell their works. The applied arts (painting, sculpture,

tte , lass-makin , etc. would be the concentration of this
community. Placing the arhsts' community in this urban
environment would stlmulate and nurture their needs for

expcsure and publicity. Another advantage of an artists
community in Georgetown is the presence of an existing
. . . . . .infrastructure. thua Gltmtttaitbg Tha ¤¤S’tS tttvblt/bd ttt
aanatruattne an intraatructura tn a rul l¤¤att¤nY

Tha Sltß
The site is located at the intersection of the Key Bridge and M.
Street of what us presently the Francis Scott Key Park. lt is
bbundad bn tha abuth bv thb Whitahurat Fraawav and tha aaat
by some bnck buildings. The land slopes dramatically from
M.street to K. street some 55 feet. Bisectin the stee l

. . . . . .slo ed site IS the historical C 86 O Canal which is used forP
recreational purposes today. On the south side of the site is
an existing warehouse structure that for the purposes of theT TT Y PTOj9Ct will ba

1 st Ph 1 f1T '°
°°g'ap



The south sloping site affords wonderful views of the Potomac
TRiver, Virginia, and exposure to the sun. More rmportantly,

however, to the context, it marks the entrance to Georgetown
from Virginia and Maryland. its promrnence within the larger
context of D. C. assures its importance as a gateway to the
°iTY· Tha PhYST°a' P'°'°‘°"‘S °T Th° $iT°· auch ee TT‘° STQQP
Sippat The WhTT9hU|'$T„ the Canal. and the Key Bridge make The"‘

. ba"*°TS T° the erehrteewret $°TUT'°“s are
approached as opportunities to help develop solutions to the

T .‘° d°S‘9" a
. Tfor artists that also relates to the greater community as a

‘°

TT‘° P'°9'“"‘
artists to itvs, w¤trt,«sxttit>it, anti sell their ati went. it also has

, T T .an oblrgation to the community to provide places for the

the rc ect must include dwellin s for the artistsTT T 9 T
studio/workshops, indoor and outdoor galleries, and other
necessary spaces to create e Unified Wh¤ieT The housing will
include a variety of types to accommodate the different needs

. T . .of the various artists, and the design will be general enough te
allow the individuality of the artist to be expressed in their
dwellin T The studio/work s ace will meet the different s aces
artists need for their different work; small spaces for the

iewelrv—hieker„ eheps fer the eculpten 2 steni spaeee ter the
large format painter, etc. The indoor and outdoor galleries will
meet the needs for the artists to exhibit their work to the public

Tfer viewing and Pdfdhaalnd- Bevehd Tha PUVGTY
requirements. The pfdlaaiaaaka Td anhanda and ndnufa Tha

. T T , .SPTVTT dT an anlaia d°nTnT¤nlTY-
The General Concept

The protect rs a ”crty within a city" created out of the desire to
make an artists' community in the context of the larger
¤¤nTmUnlTY di Ga¤VQaTdWn-

1. Site Drawing
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However, designing a purely self sufficient city within a city
would defeat the purpose of an artists' community in the urban
context. This is a community that desires the interaction of
other artists, but relies on the public at large for its support.
The presence of the infrastructure of the city allows the artists
to work without the problem of how to support themselves.
This idea of the ”city within the city" is historlcally connected to
the monastic communities. ln addition, the form of the project
is actually based on Greek monasteries which consist of a wall
of buildings enclosing a courtyard. The walled compound
provides protection from the chaos of the city for a place of
peace and tranquility for the artists inside. Thus the project is
surrounded by a wall of buildings that act as a threshold
between the outside world and the world of the artists inside.
This wall acts physically in some areas and metaphorically in

The axis relating to and extending 34th Street on the east side
of the site takes on the form ofawall building that connects the
city to the Potomac River. ltfunctions as an outdoor gallery for
the impromptu exhibiting and selling of art. The
studio/workshop slts at the southern edge of the site between

g
the Whitehurst and the canal and mediates between the

g . ee gg . . geometry of the river, lreeway, and canal. The gallery tower

located in the southwest corner of the site acts as a marker
TTandbeacon to the context of Georgetown. The housing acts

as a wall to the north and northwestern edges of the site,

linking the gallery tower to the wall gallery. A terraced

courtyard is defined by the housing block to the north and

northwest, the wall gallery to the east, and the canal to the

south. lt provides transition between the private housing and

the public canal way. The terracing of the natural topography

provides a wonderful place for an amphitheater. The unifying

element is a pathway that ties the buildings together on many

levels besides the ground plane. When crossing the canal, the

path takes on the form of bridges.

T
1. Plan of Byzantine Monastery
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At the corners of the project, stair towers act as bastions to

the compound and connect vertically the many levels of the

7buddmgs

The general concept of this project involves the making of an

ctmulatton js Ser primarily on the exterior of the enclave and
forms a metaphorical wall between the public outside and the

rivate inside with the buildings attached. Acting as aP
threshold, this metaphorical wall serves to provide a buffer

from the noise and chaos of the context and a gradual

transition from public to private, outside to inside. However,

because the site is bisected by the canal, the courtyard

becomes a sanctuary for the artists and public.

The bridges that cross the canal in two locations call for a
different technology. Therefore, they are made of Kor Ten steel
that Spans between the bl’lCi( STalf towers that SIT Oh the EÖQG
of the canal. The structure of the bridge consists of two large l

beams that sit in pockets made in the brick in the towers.
Sitting on these girders are smaller beams and from these

beams hang steel cables that support the other beams on

which sits the steel grating of the floors of the bridge

The stair towers that mark the oorners of the project are made

ot L-shaped brrck prers at the corners that are spanned
between by precast beams. On these sit planks and located in

the eehtet ete the eeet—th-piece eteire

Each structure in this project attempts to relate in some

fi? ffii 77 im # ·7 äl eert¤e¤ter wr te the aahTaxT· aUTTUfa· end eltmete et the faglah

Ti rf? T JETi.... ea-;__ while infusing modern production techniques and technology

3_intothe making of the architecture.

1. Site Section Looking North

2- Sha Seettee
a- Site aeettee L°°l<'h9 EaaT

. . .4. Site Sectron Looking West
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THE H¤ll$lHG
The housing block occupies the highest elevation of the site at
its north and northwest ed e. lt fronts M Street and the Ke
Bridge. The circulation takes the form of an arcade that is
pulied away from the dwelling units and wraps the north and
west elevation. Pulling the arcade out from the housing units
creates a threshold between public and private with a front
pdrdh idr thd dwalling unita and light walla idr tha ndrth aida di
the units. Also a six foot high brick wall runs between the brick
piers for privacy and security on the ground floor. Benches are
provided on the outside for people to gather and rest under the
shade of planted trees. The transitron from public to privateTT and outside to inside is the event of the housing.T Tha ardada ia arnbradad dn aiihar and bv iwd atair idwara whidh
act as the controlling points for entry into the private housing
area. An observation area is made on the top floor of the

towers, whose railing is a precast concrete lanter which isT _ T Tby E "°"'$· T"° ‘*'°°"‘° 'TT °'T° '"‘°"“"*°°'
“‘

di MT Siraat and Kay Bridga bv a idini building whdaa idrrn
reflects the change in geometry of the site. This 'ointl. . . . .functions as a special place for the gathering and lnteractron of
the inhabitants by providing a large kitchen/living room and
flreplace at every floor. The joint sits as a separate building
from the housing but physically engages the arcade. Two
alleys on either side of the building connect the north side
arcade with the south side of the building that faces the
terraced courtyard. lt is constructed by turmng the brick
bearing walls perpendicular to the bearing walls of the housing
and curving them in a radius that jresolves the geometry of the

. .ar TTHE
The housing blocks consist of bearing walls that lie
perpendicular to the street. lt is ended on one side by the wall
gallery and on the other by the canal walk. At this point the last
bay of housing reflects the shape of the canalforming a larger

dwalling thai adddrnrnddaiaa rndra daddla- Tha iirai T°Ul ilddra
of the housing consists of single story flats, while the top two
floors are devoted to townhouse umts for larger groups of

1- Sllidy PET$P°¢llV° ar M- STVGETT 9



The brick bearing walls are spanned by concrete planks. At
either end of the units an interior threshold is made by
thickening the walls and dropping down the ceiling to make a
soffrt. This precast concrete sotfrt serves several functions, rt
makes e place rer nom and for the HvAc to heat and cool the
individual dwelling. Also a series of tour doors encloses the
indoor space and can be folded back for ventilation, effectively
bringing the outdoors inside. This four foot deep space at
either end of the unit again serves as the gradual transition
from outside to inside and public to private. On the south side
a balcony cantilevers from the units to help provide shade in
the summerto the units. Along with the balconies a steel trellis
and copper planter box provide a place for plants to grow and

make more shade and privacy for the dwellings. The plants
would soften the profile of the building The center of the units
acts as a senrice core where the kitchenette and bathrooms
are located. These are stacked vertically and back to back tor
economy. Placing the services in the center divides the
dwelling units into two rooms that can function according to the T

needs of each artist.
The townhouse units are smilarly to the flats on the first floor,
except that a ship‘s ladder in the front room that provides
access to the second floor. The second floor is one open
room capped by a standing seam copper root supported by
exposed steel king trusses. These small gabled roots identity
the housing block to the context. The south side is an open
root terrace whose railing is a precast concrete planter. The
terrace functions as a yard in the sky.
The housing block relates to the historical precedents of
townhouse construction through its use of brick bearing walls
placed perpendicular to the street. However, the means of
enclosing the space, the use of concrete, and the density are
modern in nature. Each dwelling is general enough in its design
to allow tor and encourage the individual expression of its
inhabitants. Also, the housing block acknowledges the
particularities of the site by adapting its general order to
accommodate certain aspects of the site.

1. Handrail Detail
2. Gutter/Downspout Detail
3. Study Model, Northwest View
4. Study Model, South View
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THE WALL GALLERY

1The outdoor Wall Gallery extends the axls of 34th Street to K.
Street and the Whitehurst Freeway. lt derives its form from rts
posrtion wlthln the Clty, and relateS to the context of the City by

being an extension of 34th Street. As the name lmplles, rt IS
ade Qt two brick bearln walls S anned b concrete lanl<Slll 9 ll ll ll

with stair towers that engage either end of each wall gallery.
The canal divrdes the gallery rnto two separate buildings These
are linked by a steel bridge. The ground floor follows the slope
of the land in step/ramp fashion similar to what is found ln the

. A A · · · ·Italian hllltowns, while the walls malntaln a COnSlStent helQl'|tA

Thrs constant in the height creates a wall at the eastern edge

of the site that is only penetrated at the Stalr towers and

relreved ln elevatlen by two OpenlngS In the walls. An

hourglass Opening IS Cut In the north gallery walls to mark the
, . . . . .

Iocatlcn ¤t an alley between two eXlStlng bUlldlnQ$, bl'll'lQ

natural llght to the lower tlOOl’S, and allow views of the tel'raCed
T TT- A courtyard from that alley. Its shape rs derrved from the deslre

to express a relationship between the earth and the sky and to
1Tpushthe limits of the nature of the load bearing brick through
gtheexpression of the corbelling. ln the south walled gallery a

circular shaped hole is cut that marks the entrance to the
A k h h th th ll Il becomes a frontStUdlO/WO! S Op, t US B SOU W3 Q3 Qry

porch to the studio. The heights of the rooms vary accordmg
to their tunctlen, either as large dISplay al'eaS, small Vendlng

. , ; •
1space, or the loglcal path of CIrCUlatlOn tOl’ people mOVIng a Ong

the axrs. The wall gallery encloses enhances the monastery-
like character of the project, and provudes a lrnk from the street
to the Potomac.

1. Axonometric Study of the South Wall Gallery
2. Study perspective at the Canal

13
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THE STUDIO / WORKSHOP
. . . .The function of the studro/workshop rs a place for the artists of

the community to work, create, and show the public how they

work . The building has the complexity of spaces to allow the
individuality of each artist to be reflected in the kind of space

they rnhabrt. The structure rs load bearrng brrck piers
connected by concrete beams and spanned between by
concrete planks. This pier construction creates an open plan
that can be subdivided to meet the needs of the particular

amst T
The north/south direction of the structural bays relates to the

sun and the orthogonal grid of the city streets. The piers

undulate on the north side to reflect the undulating curve of the
canal, while on the south side they step back acknowkedging
the physical presence of the Whrtehurst Freeway. Therefore,

the buildings' form responds directly to the particulars of the
context and site influences around it. lts beginning is based
on the general desrre to make a flexible space, then the
influences of the particular are allowed to shape the building
and give it the necessary complexity to become part of the
urban fabric. The building is bisected by an interior street
which provides access to and viewing of the studios. Two
cores are provided to allow movement up and down by
elevators and stairs and to make places for people to interact.
The top of the interior street is capped a glass skylight
supported by steel trussesLlght weils separate the studios
from the street enabling natural light to penetrate into the

. . . .depthsof the building. Small bndges cross these light weils for
access to the work spaces. The difference in elevation of K.
Street and the C&O canal occurs along this spine, whereas the
north side is four stories tall, the south side is seven stories.
The interior spine effectively divides the building into two
drstinct parts, one that relates to the canal and the court and
the other that relates to the freeway, K. Street, and the
Potomac.

. . . .1. Studrol Workshop Building Section Study
2. Studio/Workshop Plan Study

15



TTheenclosure on the north and south ends of the building is
similar to the enclosure for the housing. The piers are
thickened and a precast concrete soffit spans the opening to
make a place for six standard eight foot doors. these doors
may be folded back to bring the outside in and allow for the
natural circulation of air. Various balconies and porches also

exist to allow the artists to step outside and view the street ,
Qccurtyard, and walkway at the canal. On the north side these

porches exist on every other floor to give variety to the facade.
To reflect the lobby cores on the inside a special bay is created
at these locations. The south facade takes on more
complexity because of its increased height, the influence of

the freeway, and its orientation to the sun. Because of the
height, two story and loft studios characterize this side of the

.buildin. lt makes itself conducive to large shops, studios, and
. possibly a cafe at ground level. A perforated metal screen is T

?5" bolted to the structure to shield a two story space from the
noise, dirt, and sight of the freeway. Unfortunately, the
freeway also blocks light from entering the lower studios,

T1_however,their views are more directed to the river beyond. At
the top floor a cantilevered balcony helps to shield the studios

· n below from the direct sun and make a place to enjoy the

Q T paneramic view of the river and Virginia beyond. The roof of
T

the studio is again inhabited similarly to the housing. The top

Q Q Tv floor studios have lofts accessed by a ships’ ladder. These

Q . , Z Q lofts open out to a root terrace with the parapet being a precastaaneata plante
Several ideas about the general and the particular are
exhibited in the studio/workshop building. The general rs
reflected in the notion of using aoolumnar structure to allow for

. .. . .flexibility in the arrangement of the spaces. While the
particular is revealed in the way the piers undulate and step
accordin to the influences of the site. This flexibilit in theQ y
structure makes the form site specific and gives the order of
the building its complexity.

1, Studio/Workshop Axonometric Study
- -2. Studio/\N¤rksh¤p and Axenometrtc Study
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THE GALLERY TOWER

The Gallery Tower is designed for the indoor exhibition of art
created by the community members and other special artist
exhibitions. lt is organized in a vertical manner, whereas each
room of the gallery oocupies one floor of the tower. The

building is enclosed by four brick bearing walls that enable the
display of art directly on them, freeing the floor for sculpture,
light, and movement. The east and west walls are pulled apart
at their centers to create the entrances to the rooms and

balconies for views of the city. Primarily for structural
purposes the walls are thickened at the corners and mid·spans
to make pilasters that support a preoast concrete soffit which
wraps around the gallery room at every floor. This reinforces
the brick bearing walls at every floor. Again the heating and air
conditioning systems travel up through the columns and
across throu h the soffits. Li htin for the art is also housed9 9 9
rn the soffrts, and the concrete floor slabs are supported by
them.

Natural light enters the gallery from the roof which is crowned
bY glass pyramid supported by a steel truss. The light

penetrates to the lower floors through openings cut in the
floors that become progressively smaller and smaller. This
tapering of the floors as the light travels down into the building
accentuates the differences in light of each floor gallery;
lrghtest at the top down to the darkestat the ground floor. The
ground floor room (C&O Canal level) rs a double height space

designed for larger paintings and sculptures that is ringed by
small square windows at the top of the walls to provide more
li ht and mark the passa e of time. Climbin throu h the9 9 9 9
gallery, the openings in the floors become larger and larger, the
floors smaller and smaller, and the spaces lighter and Iighter,
until the top floor which is essentially a balcony to experience

1. Gallery Tower Building Section Study

Q
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The tower acts as a beaoon at night when the pyramidal crown

nature marks tte rntpenanee within the artiete- eernrnenrtyT K eeheeetttettr ee the meet thteetteht eeeee·t he eeettteh et the
gallery at the southwest corner of the site signifies its function
ee e methet ter the emete‘ eemmtmhv te the eehtmttehv et
teree- Atee lt meimehte the eure eeemetrieet eheee et e

K _ _eqtteter While hethe eheled Petellel te the Kev Bttdge-
The space between the tower and the studio resolves the
differing geometries to become a monumental entrance stair
from K street to the level of the canal. The radial shape ot the
stairs unltes the two different angles of the buildings. Also, a
rediet eheeed eethwev eermeete the beitdihee- Pletterme ete
designed where the stairs meet the buildings for the display of
S°“‘p“”°

°' p‘a°°Sf°' p°°p‘°‘° °°"g'°ga‘°‘
Located at the southern edge of the gallery tower is a service
ccurtyard with storage provided in the lowest floor of the
tower. The western side of the tower is buffered from the noise
and dirt of the Key Bridge by a service wall that houses the
elevator and bathrooms which is flanked on either side by a
stair tower. As the gallery tower rises above the bridge the
service wall erodes to a stair that wraps around an elevator
shaft revealing the pure form of the tower.

The gallery tower ‘s position in the project goes beyond its
mere function and relates on another level to the region. The
.....pUTl'Iy of ITS QQOITIQUY IS an QXPTGSSIOIW of the ÖQSIYB to IGIGTS

the exhibition of art symbolically to the general more than the
I II b b II I drt' . ‘ t' t t

building tormed by the land and site. lt expresses the
, ,importance of light to art over function and site. «

1. Perspective Study at Entrance

e. setttt cerner Study
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THE BRIDGES
Two steel bridges span the C&O Canal oonnecting the artists'

community into a unilied whole at various levels and providing
a way for the public and artists to cross the canal. Both
bridges sit between two brick stair towers which engage the
public pathway along the canal creating a threshold at that
level to the community. The lightness of the steel structure is
seen as a contrast to the heavy load bearing characteristics ol

the masonry buildings. The structure consists of two large
girders that span the canal and sit in pockets made in the brick
of the stair towers. Sitting on top of the girders are steel

beams and from the ends of the steel beams hang steel cables
which hold smaller beams. These smaller beams support the
floors of the bridges which are made of steel grating to further
enhance the transparency and lightness. Smaller cables
attached to the structural cables prevent swaying and racking
in the wind. Steel railing and benches are welded to the steel
beam structure. The steel bridges are an anomaly to the

unified load bearing brick structure of the buildiings. Thierfunction is that of connection rather than destination.THE STAIR TOWERS
Brick stair towers mark all the corners and edges of the site.
They are collecting points for people as they move around the

site and through the building vertically and horizontally. ln the

analo with a monastery or fortress, the stairs are the stronQV Q
points and buttresses to the project. The stair towers also

provide points throughout the site by which to view the

Specific towers engage walkways at ground level, provide end
points to specific parts of the project, and embrace different‘·*
constructed the same, responds particularly to the specificplace they inhabit on the site. They are a recurring theme that
adapts to their particular place and ties the buildings together

,1. Perspective Study at the CanalÜ21



THE COURTYARD
Bounded by the residential buildings and wall gallery and sitting
on the north side of the C&O Canal ls the terraced public
courtyard. The courtyard resolves the difference in elevation
from M. Street to the canal. The terraclng creates an
amphitheater that provides a place for the impromptu gathering
and performing of all types of artists. lt also makes a
wonderful place to sit and enjoy the canal and the sun. The
shape of the terraclng reflects the shape of the canal, thus
becoming particular to its place. Similarly, the space between
amphitheater and the buildings are platforms that make places
for trees, provide a buffer between the public and private
functioning spaces, and resolve the geometry of the buildings
and the terraces. A set of stairs connects the path at the
canal to the shared kitchen/living room building at the corner of
M. Street and Key Bridge. This stair is separated from the
amphitheater to mark its function as a stair forthe residents.

The courtyard is leftover space bounded by buildings that
becomes the heart and center for the community as a whole. lt
is a place for the public and the residents to interact on an

. informal level. lt is the primary place for outdoor activity,
whether in the shade or sun. lts form is a product of the site
and the structures which define its shape. lt makes a place
through its specificity to function and its encouragement of
action through its form.

CONCLUSION

ln conclusion, the order of the site makes a place for artists
within the boundaries of a large city. lt takes the form of an _
enclave against the disordered and haphazard environment
that surrounds it. The project although historically based on
Greek Monastic forms is particular and modern in its approach
to form. The individual buildings are arranged on the site in a
particular way and their form is a reflection of the tectonics of
the building and the morphology of the site.

E
The project is unified by the continuity of the syntax and the
repetltion of certain architectural elements. Each building
though derived from a common syntax, transforms it to

A



accomodate a specific function in a particular way. ln addition,
within each building are examples of the metamorphosis of the

general by the particular to reflect changes in the site and

context. Throughout the project are examples of the interplay
between the general and the particular, be it through

transformation of the general by the particular, juxtaposition,

mixing, etc. And through this interplay, they reveal how they

exist as a dialectic whole. Each way in which this is illustrated

proves the validity of a dialectical approach in the making of a

place. This thesis attempts the difficult task of uniting two

opposing forces, the general and the particular, to create an

architecture truly reflective of the complex nature of humanity.
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Site Section Looking East 
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Site Section Looking South 
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South Courtyard Elevation 
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